Education

The subject of education is of such fundamental importance, of such vital interest to everyone of us, and covers such a vast field with all of its varied aspects, that we feel it opportune to devote this study to it (even though it is merely a partial one) and to train ourselves in reflective meditation on such a subject, and to. Indicate, in particular, the lines of development and objectives along which we must concentrate our creative action.

It is difficult to assess the outer results of our meditation especially with regard to their wider and more long-term effects, but we may trust, or even better, we can have a strong faith that such results are assured, and inevitable, because energy follows thought, and thought directed by the will, and animated by feeling, is creative.

In the midst of the world events that are rapidly unfolding, and of the whirl and pressure of outer activity, we must remember that all visible, material events have inner causes stemming from the imagination, from thought, and from the will. Hold this firmly in your awareness and live accordingly; spread its acceptance, apply it with persistence in promoting the new forms that will be taking the place of the old ones.